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*Important Information* 

 

As per the FYUGP admission guidelines, Spot Round for CUET Candidates shall begin from   

5th September 2023 at 12:00 pm (noon) onwards.  

1. During the Spot Round, interested CUET candidates can fill their fresh preferences to 

seek admission in desired Major, subject to the availability of seats in various 

colleges/HEIs. 

2. Interested CUET Candidates who have already admitted in some Major Course and 

seeks to take the admission in the available subject of its choice from the leftover seats can 

also be eligible to apply. Such candidates needs not to withdraw its admission for filling up 

of fresh preferences. 

3. If such candidates got the Major Subject of its choice during Spot Round  and wanted 

to seek admission, the candidate should cancel the previous admission and can take the 

admission in the newly allocated subject during Spot Round.  

4. List of candidates who were allocated subjects during Spot Round shall be 

available to the coordinators on 09-09-2023 and detailed process is available in the 

flowchart already shared with all the stakeholders as well as available on the Samarth 

Websites.  

5. Messages were already sent to all the CUET candidates for the opening of Spot 

Round. 

6. Fresh Application Forms shall also be invited for the leftover seats of CUET and same 

shall only be filled by the Colleges in Non CUET mode.  

7. Candidates who have not applied earlier, Non CUET candidates who have not seek 

admission due to wrong application and any leftover candidates who still not able to get the 

admission can apply under Non CUET category.  

8. Messages were also sent to the candidates in their Login account who have opted for 

upgrade and paid Rs 2000; that the refund process will begins very shortly and detailed 

refund procedure will be available on the Samarth Portal very soon.  
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